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Recent analysis revealed that a pseudohomogeneous model of a uniformly active,
adiabatic packed bed reactor can predict formation of stable hot zones in the cross-
section of the reactor if the kinetic rate expression can lead to isothermal rate oscilla-
tions. This prediction was confirmed by simulations of CO oxidation. We show that hot
zone formation in a shallow reactor can be predicted also for C2H4 hydrogenation, the
kinetic model of which is structurally different from that of CO oxidation. Qualitatively
different spatiotemporal temperature patterns may form under the same operating con-
ditions. Their number increases as the reactor diameter is increased. An increase in
the reactor diameter increases the time constant of the transversal heat dispersion and
decreases the temperature synchronization among points on the same reactor cross-
section. The interaction and conjugation among qualitatively different moving tempera-
ture patterns can lead to formation of complex motions. � 2007 American Institute of

Chemical Engineers AIChE J, 53: 1578–1590, 2007
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Introduction

Local transversal (normal to the flow direction) hot spots
may form in the cross-section of packed-bed and trickle-bed
reactors. Matros1 observed hot zones formation in the cross-
section of a packed-bed reactor in which the catalyst was not
uniformly packed. Barkelew and Gambhir2 reported forma-
tion of small clumps of molten catalyst (clinkers) during
hydrodesulfurization in trickle bed reactors. Jaffe3 reported
that a local hot spot was formed by an obstruction to the
flow in a hydrogenation trickle-bed reactor. Local moving
hot spots (flickering) are known to form during ammonia
oxidation and HCN synthesis in catalytic gauze convertors.4

Local hot spots have also been reported during the regenera-
tion of cordierite diesel particulate filters.5 Transversal local

hot regions have also been observed in various laboratory

studies. Wicke and Onken6,7 noted different temperatures at

two locations in the same cross-section of a packed-bed reac-

tor. Infrared imaging revealed local hot regions on the exte-

rior surface of a radial flow reactor,8–10 the top of shallow

packed-bed reactors,11–13 and a catalytic fiber cloth.10,14

Sundarram et al.15 found that global coupling between the

effluents and the top of the reactor can affect the evolution,

stability and shape of the temperature patterns.
Local hot zones may form in packed bed reactors when

the catalyst has a nonuniform activity, when it is not packed

uniformly,1 or due to local obstructions to the flow.3 In addi-

tion, hot spots may also form due to symmetry breaking in a

uniformly active packed reactor.
Significant modeling effort has been directed to predict the

formation of transversal (normal to the flow direction) hot

zones in packed-bed reactors. Balakotaiah’s research

group16,17 showed that when the flow rate is very low, con-

vective instabilities may generate flow maldistribution, and

hot zones in packed bed reactors. Similar predictions were

made by Benneker et al.18 Balakotaiah et al.19,20 showed that
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stationary transversal hot zones may form in an adiabatic
packed bed reactor when the transversal effective heat con-
duction was lower than that of the species dispersion. How-
ever, as pointed out by Yakhnin and Menzinger,21 the trans-
versal effective heat dispersion in packed bed reactors is
always larger than that of the species.

Viswanathan et al.22 proved that transversal stationary
temperature patterns are unstable when the local reaction rate
in a uniform adiabatic packed bed reactor depends only on
the surface concentration of a limiting reactant and tempera-
ture. Viswanathan and Luss23 showed that transversal spatio-
temporal hot zones may form when the local reaction rate
may oscillate under constant ambient conditions. Marwaha
and Luss9 showed that various 2-dimensional temperature
patterns may form on the surface of a thin, hollow cylindri-
cal catalytic reactor used to carry out an oscillatory reaction.
Sundarram and Luss24 conducted two reactions in the same
shallow packed-bed reactor. These experiments showed that
the dynamics of the hot zones were mainly influenced by the
reaction kinetics and not by the transport parameters.

An increase in the reactor diameter increases the ratio
between the characteristic times for transversal heat disper-
sion to that of the reaction. This tends to decrease the syn-
chronization between different locations on the cross-section.
Thus, richer and more intricate patterns are expected to form
as the system size is increased. The goal of our study is to
investigate the impact of the reactor diameter on the patterns
evolving in a shallow, uniform adiabatic packed bed reactor.
Almost all previous studies of catalytic pattern formation
were of oxidation reactions (mainly that of CO). We consider
here the pattern evolution during the hydrogenation of ethyl-
ene, the rate expression for which is structurally different
from that of the oxidation reaction.

The mechanism causing the temporal oscillation in the
models of CO oxidation and ethylene hydrogenation are
rather different. In the model of CO oxidation23 the feedback
between a reaction rate, that is strongly dependent on the
surface coverage of oxygen, and its replenishment by adsorp-
tion causes a period transition between two limiting states.
The oxygen surface concentration is high in one of the limit-
ing states and low in the second. This mechanism can lead to
isothermal oscillations.25 In the C2H4 hydrogenation model
the periodic behavior is due to the catalytic site blocking at a
high temperature and subsequent site regeneration after cool-
ing of the deactivated catalyst. This mechanism cannot lead
to isothermal oscillations. These may occur only under noni-
sothermal operation. The frequencies and shape of the result-
ing spatial patterns are strongly dependent on the time con-
stants of the dynamic variables.

Mathematical model

We study the formation of transversal (normal to the flow
direction) local hot spots in an adiabatic packed bed reactor,
in which the exothermic hydrogenation of ethylene is carried
out, i.e.,

C2H4 þ H2 ! C2H6 (1)

Following Bos and Westerterp,26 we account for a periodic
blocking activation of the Pd catalytic sites. The rate of

the fractional blocking of the catalytic sites satisfies the
relation:

q�BL

qt
¼ DaBLG1ðy;�BLÞ � DaREG2ðy;�BLÞ (2)

where

G1ðy;�BLÞ ¼ exp
gBLy
1þ y

� �
ð1��BLÞ;

G2ðy;�BLÞ ¼ exp
gREy
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� �
�BL ð3Þ

YBL is the fraction of blocked sites and
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A pseudohomogenous model of a long, adiabatic packed-bed
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where we define

x¼Cin�C
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The dimensionless reaction rate is of first-order in hydrogen
and zero-order in ethylene, i.e.,

Rðy; x;�BLÞ ¼ Da exp
gy

1þ y

� �
ð1� xÞð1��BLÞ (8)

The corresponding boundary conditions are

1

Peha

qy
qZ

¼ y;
1

Pema

qx
qZ

¼ x; Z ¼ 0 (9)

qy
qZ

¼ qx
qZ

¼ 0; Z ¼ 1 (10)

qy
qx

¼ qx
qx

¼ 0; x ¼ 1 (11)

We denote by the symbol \ the effective species dispersion
and heat dispersion in the transversal (normal to the flow)
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direction. For reasons to be explained later, the characteristic
length scale was selected to be dp.

The finding of initial conditions that lead to stationary and
oscillatory transversal temperature patterns in a packed bed
reactor and the corresponding dynamic simulations are very
demanding tasks. Thus, to gain insight into the formation
and structure of the various possible, stationary and oscilla-
tory nonuniform states, and their dependence on the reactor
diameter, we first studied a simplified version of the full
model, namely that of a shallow reactor. That model is
obtained by a Liapunov–Schmidt reduction of the long reac-
tor model.27 This procedure has previously been used by
Balakotaiah et al.28 and Viswanathan and Luss22 and details
of it are described by Viswanathan.29

A Liapunov–Schmidt reduction of Eqs 5, 6, and 8–10
yields the pseudohomogeneous shallow reactor model
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where YBL and R satisfy Eqs. 2 and 8. The axial averaged
conversion and dimensionless temperature are denoted as

y ¼
Z 1

0

y dZ; x ¼
Z 1

0

x dZ (14)

The corresponding boundary conditions are

qy
qx

¼ qx
qx

¼ 0; x ¼ 1 (15)

and the transversal mass and heat Peclet numbers are
Pem? ¼ Pemp ðR=dpÞ2 and Peh? ¼ PehpðR=dpÞ2. In all our simula-
tions, we assigned the particle Peclet numbers the values of
Pemp ¼ 5 and Pehp ¼ 1.

The simulations of the shallow reactor model were
performed by discretizing the polar coordinates using a
second-order central finite difference scheme. In order to
circumvent the singularity at the center of the cylindrical
reactor (x ¼ 0), the grid points were placed at
xj ¼ ð2j�1Þ

ð2N�1Þ 8j ¼ 1;N.30 The discretized model is similar to a
cell model in a circular cross-section, with the dispersion
terms mimicked by exchange coefficients among the cells.
The dynamic simulations were carried out using LIMEX
(linear implicit extrapolator).31,32 The numerical simulations
of angularly uniform cases were carried out using a direct
solver (LAPACK), while a sparse iterative solver (GMRES/
BiCGSTAB) was used in the two-dimensional simulations.
The sparse iterative solver usually converged in two or three
iterations in the linear step. The steady-state solutions were
computed by a Newton–Raphson iteration procedure using a
nonlinear equation solver (NLEQ).33 The bifurcation dia-
grams were computed using pseudoarc length continuation
scheme.34

Linear stability analysis

The transversally uniform steady-state solution of the shal-
low reactor model (Eqs. 2, 12, 13, and 15) is obtained by
deleting the time derivatives and the spatial derivatives in
the radial and the azimuthal directions from Eqs. 12 and 13.
A uniform steady-state solution uss ¼ (y, x, YBL)ss is stable
with respect to homogeneous perturbations if and only if all
the eigenvalues of the Jacobian

L¼
ð�1þbRyÞ=Le bRx=Le bR�BL

=Le

Ry �1þRx R�BL

DaBLG1y�DaREG2y 0 DaBLG1�BL
�DaREG2�BL

2
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3
75
�������
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ð16Þ

have a negative real part. The first partial derivatives of the
rates are:

Ry¼qR=qy Rx¼qR=qx R�BL
¼qR=q�BL

G1y¼qG1=qy G1�BL
¼qG1=q�BL G2y¼qG2=qy

G2�BL
¼qG1=q�BL ð17Þ

A Hopf bifurcation from a stable uniform solution that leads
to homogeneous oscillations exists when the condition

detðLÞ¼ �1þRx� 1

Le
þbRy

Le
þDaBLG1�BL

�DaREG2�BL

� �

� 1

Le
ð1�Rx�bRyÞ�detðLÞ

�

þðDaBLG1�BL
�DaREG2�BL

Þ �1þRx�Rx
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� ��
ð18Þ

is satisfied, as is explained in Appendix A.
To determine the conditions leading to evolution of trans-

versal patterns we check the stability of the uniform solu-
tions with respect to nonhomogenous perturbations of the
form

xmnðx;fÞ ¼ x � JmðmmnxÞ � eimf (19)

where m and n are the radial and azimuthal mode numbers.
mmn satisfies the relation

dJmðmmnxÞ
dx

����
x¼1

¼ mJmðmmnÞ � mmnJmþ1ðmmnÞ ¼ 0 (20)

and Jm and eimf are the radial and angular eigenfunctions.
The Bessel function of the first kind, Jm is real due to the
adiabatic (no-flux) boundary conditions.35 The first nine
values of mmn are reported in Table 1.23 The uniform solu-
tion becomes unstable to a nonhomogeneous perturbation
at either a stationary or an oscillatory neutral stability
point.

An O(2) symmetry-breaking bifurcation from a uniform
solution leading to stationary transversal nonuniform states
can occur at a stationary neutral stability point, when the
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nonhomogeneously perturbed Jacobian (L�P) has a zero
eigenvalue, i.e., det(L�P) ¼ 0, where

P ¼
1
Le

m2mn
Peh?

� 	
0 0

0
m2mn
Pem?

� 	
0

0 0 0

2
664

3
775 (21)

We prove in Appendix B that such a bifurcation cannot
occur from a stable uniform state for a practical range of pa-
rameters. A bifurcation from unstable uniform state leads to
an unstable nonuniform state.

An O(2) symmetry-breaking Hopf bifurcation leading to a
transition from a uniform steady state to a spatiotemporal
pattern can occur at an oscillatory neutral stability point, at
which the perturbed Jacobian (L�P) has a pair of imaginary
eigenvalues. At such a neutral stability point the steady state
equations (Eqs. 2, 12, 13) and the complex eigenvalue prob-
lem

½L� P� � ðxr 6 ixiÞ ¼ 6isðxr 6 ixiÞ (22)

are satisfied, where s is the coefficient of the imaginary
eigenvalue, and x ¼ xr 6 ixi are the corresponding com-
plex eigenvectors. Separating the real and imaginary parts,
an oscillatory neutral stability point is obtained by simultane-
ously solving the set of equations:

Fðuss;DaÞ ¼ 0 (23)

½L� P� � xr þ sxi ¼ 0 (24)

½L� P� � xi � sxr ¼ 0 (25)

xrk k þ xik k � 1 ¼ 0 (26)

xr � xi ¼ 0 (27)

where Eqs. 26 and 27 are the nontriviality conditions. The
oscillatory neutral stability curve, that is the locus of these
points, bounds the parameter space in which nonuniform
transversal states may exist.

The contribution of the transversal dispersion term, P, in
the eigenvalue problem (Eqs. 24 and 25) becomes insignifi-
cant when Pe\ is very large. At large values of R/dp, Pe\ is
very large and consequently the oscillatory neutral stability
points approach the Hopf bifurcation points (due to homoge-
neous perturbations) of the uniform steady state. Thus, to
compute the locus of the oscillatory neutral stability points,
we start from conditions at which the uniform state has a

Hopf bifurcation. A pseudoarc length continuation scheme
(with R/dp as the continuation parameter) is then used to con-
struct the oscillatory neutral stability curves for various mode
numbers, mmn. A perturbation of a steady state close to the
neutral stability point by the eigenmode is an initial condi-
tion that may lead to the evolution of transversal hot zones.

All the numerical simulations were performed for the set
of parameters:

Le ¼ 1416; gBL ¼ 7:7; gRE ¼ 0:77; b ¼ 0:95;

g ¼ 15; DaRE ¼ 1e� 5; DaBL ¼ 3e� 5 ð28Þ

Figure 1a is the bifurcation diagram of the dimensionless
temperature of the uniform steady states versus Da. The cor-
responding root loci of the leading pair of complex eigenval-
ues are shown in Figures 1b,c. A pair of complex eigenval-
ues emerges at points A and C (in Figure 1) and become real
at points B and D. The complex eigenvalues cross the imagi-
nary axis at H1 and H2 (Figure 1a) leading to two Hopf
bifurcations (due to homogeneous perturbations) from unique
steady-state solutions. H1 is on the branch of low-temperature
states while H2 is on that of the high-temperature states. All
the uniform steady states between H1 and H2 are unstable to
homogeneous perturbations. The limit cycles in Figure 1a are
represented by the maximum oscillatory temperature (open
circles), computed by dynamic simulations. The simulations
suggest that both H1 and H2 are subcritical. The coefficient
of the imaginary eigenvalue (s) at the Hopf bifurcation
points, H1 and H2 is 0.0001255 and 0.0001842, respectively.
The corresponding oscillation period next to the bifurcation
point of (2p/s) is 50065 and 34148, respectively.

The neutral stability curve was computed by continuation
with respect to R/dp using Da as the distinguished parameter.
(The perturbed Jacobian, (L�P) has a pair of imaginary
eigenvalues at all the points along each curve.) For the sake
of simplicity, oscillatory neutral stability curves for the first
three transversal eigenmodes are presented in the plane of
R/dp versus y in Figure 2b. (The neutral stability curves in
the (R/dp, Da) plane is presented as the supplementary infor-
mation Figure S1.) Figure 2a describes the corresponding
eigenmodes. The neutral stability curves have the shape of a
cup that is bounded between the two Hopf bifurcation points
and therefore encompass the limit points. The neutral stabil-
ity curves of the higher modes are nested within those of the
lower modes.

Spatiotemporal patterns

The existence and finding of spatiotemporal patterns
requires information on the system parameters for which
they exist, and of initial conditions that are in the domain of
attraction of the pattern of interest. To find a specific moving
pattern, we followed the procedure used by Viswanathan and
Luss.23 We start by constructing the neutral stability curve
for the specific mode (m and n values) in the R/dp vs. Da
plane for that mode. To obtain a corresponding nonuniform
state, we then choose a point within that region close to the
neutral stability boundary, and conduct dynamic simulations
using as initial conditions (nonhomogeneous perturbation)

u ¼ uss þ AxrJmðmm;nxÞeimf (29)

Table 1. First Nine Eigenvalues Satisfying Eq. 20

No. m n mmn

1 1 1 1.8412
2 2 1 3.0542
3 0 1 3.8317
4 3 1 4.2012
5 4 1 5.3176
6 1 2 5.3314
7 5 1 6.4156
8 2 2 6.7061
9 0 2 7.0155
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with A in [0.05, 0.5]. The proper range of A values for each
case was determined by conducting the simulations for sev-
eral A values. Perturbations in the values of R/dp and Da
were then used to obtain the nonuniform state for other R/dp
and Da values. Several different types of spatiotemporal pat-
terns corresponding to different modes (specified by
Jm(mmnx)e

imf in Eq. 29) may be obtained for the same set of
system parameters by the use of different initial conditions.
We restricted our computations for the perturbation of the

homogenous steady state by modes with m varying from 0 to
2 and n ¼ 1, i.e., to the first three transversal modes.

The simulations with perturbations corresponding to the
first (m ¼ 1, n ¼ 1), second (m ¼ 2, n ¼ 1), and third (m ¼
0, n ¼ 1) modes generated a band, antiphase and target
motion, respectively. Simulations were conducted for several
R/dp values. We present here results for R/dp of 100 (some
simulations for R/dp ¼ 58 are presented in the supplementary
information).

We investigated the impact of the ratio between the char-
acteristic time constant for the transversal thermal dispersion
to that of the chemical reaction, which is

tR1
tR

¼ Da Pehp
R

dp

� �2

(30)

on the synchronization of the pattern in the cross-section.
Clearly, the larger R/dp, the higher is the probability that
patterns corresponding to different modes will exist on the
same cross-section, and that mode interactions will generate
patterns different from any of the pure modes. In order to
detect this, we define two types of spatiotemporal motions:
simple and complex motions. Note that due to the rotational
symmetry of the O(2) symmetry group, every (simple or
complex) solution can be rotated by a certain azimuthal
angle to obtain a new solution.

A simple motion is one that preserves the qualitative fea-
tures of the initial nonhomogeneous mode perturbation (Eq.
19) that generates the motion. In the case of target motion,
which is azimuthally uniform, the simple motion can be
either inwards or outwards. To obtain a simple motion, we

Figure 2. (a) The first three transversal eigenmodes for
mode number with m 5 0, 1, 2 and n 5 1, (b)
their respective neutral stability curves in the
R/dp vs. h plane.

(Corresponding neutral stability curve in R/dp vs. Da plane
is in supplementary information, Figure S1.)

Figure 1. (a) The bifurcation diagram of the dimension-
less temperature of the uniform steady states
versus Da; (b) root locus of the leading pair
of complex eigenvalues emerging at A which
become real at B; (c) root locus of the lead-
ing pair of complex eigenvalues emerging at
C which become real at D.
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selected parameters close to the neutral stability point for an
R/dp of interest and gradually perturbed Da by about ;10�3

during successive dynamic simulations, while maintaining
the qualitative feature of the motion till reaching the desired
Da. A complex motion contains the qualitative features of
several transversal modes or some conjugation of features of
several modes. Complex motions were obtained by a large
parameter (R/dp, Da) perturbation of the uniform state by
one of the modes. The spatiotemporal simple and complex
patterns in Figures 3–10 are all computed with a Da of 0.25.

It is extremely difficult to identify the qualitative features
of the spatiotemporal motion by inspection. This task can be
simplified by using principal component analysis (PCA) to
decompose the spatiotemporal patterns into orthogonal time-
independent spatial modes (or principal modes) and time-de-
pendent amplitudes.36 PCA provides an objective characteri-
zation of the underlying dynamics in space and time. It has
been successfully applied to the analysis of spatiotemporal
patterns on catalytic surfaces13,37 and the details are pre-
sented by Graham et al.37 In this procedure, the spatiotempo-
ral data u(x,f,t) are represented by the series

uðx;f; tÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

AiðtÞjiðx;fÞ (31)

where AiðtÞ are orthogonal time-dependent amplitudes and
ji(x, f) spatial modes. Thus,

jiðx;fÞ � jjðx;fÞ
D E

¼ dij (32)

AiðtÞAjðtÞ ¼ lidij (33)

where li represent the energy captured by the principal
modes, which correspond the relative contribution of the
principal modes to the overall motion. We used the PCA rou-
tine in MATLAB to conduct this analysis.38

Figure 3 shows snapshots of two different simple
motions—band and targets, at various instances during one
cycle. (Note that the dimensionless time is scaled with Le.)
The corresponding time series of the effluent temperature
and of the first two principal modes are presented in Figures 4
and 5. Simulations were conducted using as initial conditions
two complementary types of azimuthally symmetric target

Figure 3. Snapshots of simple motion at R/dp = 100:
(a) inwards target motion and (b) band
motion.

Figure 4. (a) Time series of simple target motions at
R/dp = 20 and 100, (b) first two POD modes
of the target motion described in Figure 3a
with their energy fractions (%), (c) time se-
ries of the POD modes.
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mode. One in which the lowest initial temperature was at the
center and increased with radial distance (type I) and one in
which the highest temperature was at the center and
decreased with radial distance (type II). For R/dp ¼ 20
(snapshots not shown) both initial conditions led to outward
moving targets wherein, during the rising (receding) part of
the cycle, a ring of hot (cold) temperature emerged at the
center, expanded and captured the whole cross-section. For
R/dp ¼ 58, a simple inward targets motion was obtained for
the initial conditions of type I, while outward moving targets
was obtained by type II initial conditions. (Snapshots of these
motions are included as Figure S2 in the supplementary in-
formation.) For R/dp ¼100, both simple inward and outward
moving targets were obtained. We present only the inward
moving targets in Figure 3a. The time series in Figure 4a
reveal that the maximum effluent temperature decreases with
the increase in the reactor diameter. (The values of t/Le in
Figure 4a correspond to those in Figure 3a) The spatial pro-
files of the corresponding first two principal components
(snapshots in Figure 4b) reveal that the principal modes are
qualitatively similar to those of the third transversal mode

used as the initial perturbation. Further, the first two modes
capture almost all the energy of the motion.

Snapshots of the simple band motion simulated for R/dp ¼
100 are shown in Figure 3b for various instances in a cycle.
The effluent temperature time series for the simple motion at
R/dp ¼ 20 (snapshots not shown) and 100 are shown in Fig-
ure 5a. During every periodic simple band motion, a hot
(cold) zone emerged at a wall during the rising (receding)
part of the cycle. It then traversed across the cross-section
and exited on the other side. The peak effluent temperature
during the band motion was lower than those observed dur-
ing the moving targets. Similarly, simple antiphase motion
(snapshots not shown) was obtained for R/dp of 20–35
wherein two hot (cold) zones emerged at the diametrically
opposite ends during the rising (receding) part of the cycle.
The two zones then merged and exited the reactor at posi-
tions perpendicular to those at which they emerged.

Snapshots of complex targets, band and antiphase motions
for R/dp ¼ 100 are presented in Figures 6a, 7a, and 8a,
respectively. The corresponding first two principal compo-
nents with their energy contributions are illustrated in Figures
6b, 7b, and 8b, respectively. The corresponding time series
of the dynamic motions as well as those of the first two prin-

Figure 5. (a) Time series of simple band motion at R/dp

= 20 and 100, (b) first two POD modes of the
band motion described in Figure 3b with their
energy fractions (%), (c) time series of the
POD modes.

Figure 6. (a) Snapshots of complex—both inward and
outward moving—target motion at R/dp =
100 and (b) corresponding POD modes with
the energy fractions.
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cipal components are shown in Figures 9 and 10. The com-
plex target pattern motion consisted of several hot and cold
rings. For example, the case shown in Figure 6a, consisted of
simultaneous formation of a hot ring at both the surface and
the center (Figure 6a, t/Le ¼ 4). These two hot zones moved
in opposite directions. The outer ring moved inwards and the
inner hot ring outwards. Eventually the two hot rings col-
lided and conquered almost the whole surface (t/Le ¼ 6).
This was followed by cooling and formation of a cold (dark)
ring next to the wall and a cold circular region in the center
(t/Le ¼ 11). The two cold zones moved towards each other,
and eventually collided and conquered the whole surface (t/
Le ¼ 22). The maximum effluent temperature during the

complex targets motion (about 0.75, Figure 9) was higher
than that attained during simple targets motion (about 0.6,
Figure 4a) at the same Da. The decomposition of the motion
by PCA shows that the first component (Figure 6b) consists
of two cold zones and three hot zones, whereas the second
has one cold and two hot zones. A comparison of these prin-
cipal components with those in the case of simple motion
(Figure 4b) suggests that higher modes contributed to the
complex target motion. (Note that the principal components
of the simple motion for the same set of parameters were
qualitatively similar to the perturbing mode.)

A (very) complex band motion was obtained at R/dp
¼100, as shown by Figure 7a. Initially a large hot tempera-
ture pulse and two smaller pulses emerged on the reactor sur-

Figure 7. (a) Snapshots of complex band motion at R/
dp = 100 and (b) corresponding POD modes
with the energy fractions.

Figure 8. (a) Snapshots of complex antiphase motion
at R/dp = 100 and (b) corresponding POD
modes with the energy fractions.
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face (t/Le ¼23). They coalesced, grew, and formed a band
which traveled towards the center. The hot band was fully
surrounded by adjacent cold regions (t/Le ¼31), a novel fea-
ture that did not occur for smaller reactor diameters. Two
(symmetric) hot zones formed then on the diametrically op-
posite side of the reactor, grew and formed a second high-
temperature band. The two hot bands moved towards each
other, collided, and formed a large hot zone (t/Le ¼ 43).
Next, two cold zones formed (t/Le ¼ 44), grew to a band
and formed a low temperature band (t/Le ¼ 46). The two
cold zones moved towards each other, coalesced and occu-
pied the whole surface at t/Le ¼55. A comparison of the first
two principal modes (Figure 7b) with those of the simple
motion (Figure 5b) obtained for the same set of parameters
suggests the conjugation of several modes in this complex
motion.

An intricate antiphase motion was observed at R/dp ¼100
(Figure 8a). The snapshots show that a pair of hot zones,
emerged at diametrically opposite locations of the reactor
wall and moved towards the center (t/Le ¼ 29). Then
another pair of diametrically opposite hot zone formed in a
direction perpendicular to that of the former pair. The expan-
sion of these four hot zones led to the formation of an ‘X’-
shaped cold zone surrounded by hot zones (t/Le ¼ 33). The
collision of the hot zones broke up the cold X and pushed
the cold zones towards the surface. Next, a pair of cold
zones emerged at diametrically opposite locations of the re-
actor wall and moved towards the center (t/Le ¼ 37). While
the cold zones moved towards the center, another pair of
(diametrically opposite) cold zones (t/Le ¼ 41) appeared and
as a result, four cold zones encapsulated the hot zones. At
the end of the cycle, the cold zones capture the whole sur-
face (t/Le ¼ 52). The first two principal modes (Figure 8b)
resemble the fifth and second transversal eigenmodes. These
two modes captured significant (66.4% and 26.4%) fraction,
but not most of the energy associated with the motion. This
suggests the involvement of the higher modes in this com-
plex motion as well.

Conclusions and Discussion

The simulations of a pseudohomogeneous model of a shal-
low, adiabatic uniform packed-bed reactor revealed that a
rich variety of qualitatively different stable spatiotemporal

transversal temperature patterns may form during the hydro-
genation of the ethylene. An O(2) symmetry-breaking Hopf
bifurcation led to the formation of the stable spatiotemporal
hot zones. The kinetic model of ethylene hydrogenation of
Bos and Westerterp26 that accounts for a periodic blocking-
activation of the Pd catalytic sites is structurally very different
form that of CO oxidation that has been used in most previous
studies of pattern formation in packed-bed reactors. The current
study corroborates the prediction of Viswanathan and Luss23

that kinetic models having oscillatory features can lead to pre-
diction of stable spatiotemporal pattern formation in pseudoho-
mogeneous models of packed-bed reactors.

Figure 9. Time series of complex motions at R/dp of
100, T – targets, B – band, AP – antiphase.

Figure 10. Time series of first two POD modes of (a)
motion depicted in Figure 6, (b) motion in
Figure 7, and (c) motion in Figure 8.
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The analysis and simulations showed that use of different
initial conditions can lead to formation of qualitatively differ-
ent types of spatiotemporal hot zones. The larger the diame-
ter of the reactor, the larger is the number of different modes
that may lead to bifurcation to nonuniform states. The simu-
lations showed that in addition to simple patterns (the spatial
features of which resemble those of the eigenmodes used as
the initial perturbation of the homogeneous steady state),
complex motions, which differ from those of the initial per-
turbation, may form. The dynamic features of the complex
motion are much more intricate than those for simple motion
(Figure 3) obtained for the same set of parameters. The
dynamic features illustrated in Figures 6–8 for R/dp ¼ 100
are much more intricate than those of the three transversal
eigenmodes used to generate the band, antiphase, and target
patterns next to the corresponding neutral stability curves. A
comparison of the amplitudes and modes of the first two
principal components during the complex motion at R/dp of
100 (Figure 6) with those of the simple motion suggests that
the intricate dynamics features during complex motion are
generated by a conjugation among several modes.

The simulations showed that the dynamic features of the
patterns generated for R/dp values close to the minimum of
the neutral stability curves were very similar to those of the
eigenmodes used as initial perturbations of the uniform
states. However, complex motion tended to form when the
reactor diameter increased above a threshold value. This
occurs as the time constant for transversal heat dispersion is
proportional to (R/dp)

2, while that of the reaction does not
depend on the reactor diameter. Thus, an increase in the re-
actor diameter increases the ratio between the time constant
of the transversal heat dispersion relative to that of the reac-
tion. This, in turn, decreases the synchronization among vari-
ous points on the surface and leads to complex mixed mode
motions and conjugation. The evolution of complex motion
at larger reactor diameters resembles the formation of a char-
acteristic pattern size in homogenous reaction–diffusion
systems.39

The key to a systematic finding of the various transversal
temperature patterns is the construction of the oscillatory
neutral stability curves and use of the corresponding eigenm-
odes as initial conditions that lead to spatiotemporal hot
zones. The construction of the oscillatory neutral stability
curves is rather simple for the adiabatic reactor as the no-
flux boundary conditions enable use of the same transversal
eigenmodes (Bessel functions of first kind and exponentials)
for both the temperature and conversion variables. A reactor
model that accounts for heat loss at the surface has different
boundary conditions for the temperature and conversion vari-
ables and therefore requires a much more intricate analysis
which uses two different Bessel functions.

Viswanathan et al.22 proved that a pseudohomogeneous
model cannot predict a symmetry-breaking bifurcation to a
stable, stationary, transversal nonuniform states in a shallow,
adiabatic reactor under the practical condition that the heat
dispersion exceeds that of the species. This conclusion was
proven for reactions whose rate depends only on the temper-
ature and surface concentration of the limiting reactant. We
show in the appendix that a symmetry-breaking bifurcation
from a stable uniform steady state to a stable, stationary,
transversal nonuniform state cannot be generated using the

periodic blocking-activation kinetic model. This leaves open
the question which, if any, kinetic models can predict the
formation of stationary nonuniform states in shallow, uni-
formly active packed-bed reactors.

We wish to point out that this study is concerned with the
possible formation and features of hot zones using a model
of a reactor uniformly packed with uniformly active catalyst,
which does not consider any changes in the physical proper-
ties or velocity. In practice, hot zones may form due to either
differences in the activity of different catalytic pellets, flow
maldistribution due to nonuniform packing or variations in
physical properties with temperature and conversion. We did
not consider any of these effects as our goal was to deter-
mine the possible formation of these hot zones due to sym-
metry breaking in a uniformly active packed bed reactor and
the impact of reactor diameter.
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Notation

A ¼ constant coefficient for initial conditions in Eq. 28
C ¼ concentration (mol m�3)
Cp ¼ specific heat capacity (J kg�1 K�1)
D ¼ species diffusion coefficient (m2 s�1)
Da ¼ Damkohler number
dp ¼ diameter of particle (m)
E ¼ activation energy (J mol�1)
F ¼ vector of steady state equations

G1 ¼ rate of blocking of active sites
G2 ¼ rate of reactivation of active sites
I ¼ identity matrix
J ¼ Bessel function of the first kind
k ¼ intrinsic reaction rate constant (s�1)
L ¼ reactor length (m)
L ¼ first Fréchet derivative
Le ¼ Lewis number (defined by Eq. 11)
N ¼ radial grid points
P ¼ transversal perturbation matrix (defined by Eq. 22)
Pe ¼ Peclet number (defined by Eq. 11)
Pebp ¼ transversal particle heat Peclet number (ndp=ð�l?=ðrCpÞfÞ)
Pemp ¼ transversal particle mass Peclet number (ndp= �D?)

r ¼ radial coordinate (m)
R ¼ reactor radius (m)

R ¼ universal gas constant (J mol�1 K�1)

R ¼ dimensionless reaction rate
t ¼ time (s)
T ¼ temperature (K)
u ¼ vector of state variables
v ¼ superficial fluid velocity (m/s)
x ¼ conversion (defined by Eq. 11)
z ¼ axial coordinate (m)

Greek letters
b ¼ adiabatic temperature rise (defined by Eq. 11)

DH ¼ heat of reaction (J mol�1)
e ¼ bed voidage
f ¼ azimuthal coordinate
g ¼ dimensionless activation energy (defined by Eq. 11)
Z ¼ dimensionless axial coordinate

l ¼ effective thermal conductivity (W m�1 K�1)
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m ¼ transversal eigenmode number
y ¼ dimensionless temperature (defined by Eq. 3)

YBL ¼ fraction of the surface that is blocked
r ¼ density (kg m�3)
s ¼ coefficient of imaginary eigenvalue
t ¼ dimensionless time (defined by Eq. 3)
x ¼ eigenvector

xmn ¼ transversal perturbation vector (defined by Eq. 19)
x ¼ dimensionless radial coordinate
c ¼ eigenvalue

Other
k k ¼ norm 2

Subscripts
a ¼ axial

BL ¼ blocking
\ ¼ transversal
f ¼ fluid phase
i ¼ imaginary
in ¼ inlet
m ¼ azimuthal mode number
n ¼ radial mode number
p ¼ particle
r ¼ real
R ¼ reaction
R1 ¼ transversal thermal dispersion
RE ¼ reactivation
s ¼ solid phase
ss ¼ steady state

Superscripts
h ¼ heat
m ¼ mass
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Appendix A: Condition for the existence of a
Hopf Bifurcation

The eigenvalues of L are the solutions of the characteristic
polynomial40

detðL�cIÞ¼�c3þ trðLÞc2�prodðLÞcþdetðLÞ¼0 (A1)

where I is the identity matrix, tr(L) is the trace of matrix L, and

detðLÞ¼ 1

Le
DaBLG1�BL

�DaREG2�BL
½ �ð1�Rx�bRyÞ

þbR�BL

Le
DaBLG1y�DaREG2y½ � ðA2Þ

trðLÞ ¼ �1þ Rx � 1

Le
þ bRy

Le
þ DaBLG1�BL

� DaREG2�BL

� �

(A3)

prodðLÞ ¼ 1

Le
ð1� Rx � bRyÞ � detðLÞ

�

þðDaBLG1�BL
� DaREG2�BL

Þ �1þ Rx � Rx

Le

� ��

ðA4Þ

A Hopf bifurcation from a uniform steady state of a shallow
reactor model occurs when a pair of complex eigenvalues of
L (c ¼ 6is) crosses the imaginary axis. c is the solution of

6is3 � trðLÞs2 � prodðLÞisþ detðLÞ ¼ 0 (A5)

Separating the real and imaginary parts of the above equa-
tion, and equating the real part to zero, a unique nontrivial
solution of s exists only if:

detðLÞ � trðLÞ � prodðLÞ ¼ 0 (A6)

After a sequence of algebraic manipulations, Eq. A6 can be
rewritten as

detðLÞ ¼ �1þRx � 1

Le
þ bRy

Le
þDaBLG1�BL

�DaREG2�BL

� �

� 1

Le
ð1�Rx � bRyÞ � detðLÞ

�

þðDaBLG1�BL
�DaREG2�BL

Þ �1þRx �Rx

Le

� ��
ðA7Þ

Equation A7 is the condition for the existence of a Hopf
bifurcation from a uniform steady state in a shallow packed-
bed reactor model.

Appendix B: Stability of Stationary
nonuniform States bifurcating from
Uniform States

A uniform steady state is stable to homogeneous perturba-
tions if and only if all the eigenvalues of Eq. 16 have a nega-
tive real part. A necessary condition for a stable uniform
steady state is

LedetðLÞ¼�ð�1þRxÞW2�bRyW2þbR�BL
W1 < 0 (B1)

where L is the first Fréchet derivative defined in Eq. 16,

W1 ¼DaBLG1y�DaREG2y (B2)

W2 ¼ DaBLG1�BL
� DaREG2�BL

¼ � exp
gBLy
1þ y

� �
þ exp

gREy
1þ y

� �� �
< 0

8gBL; gRE; y ðB3Þ

A nonhomogeneous perturbation (Eq. 19) of a uniform steady
state can lead to a bifurcation to a stationary nonuniform
state only when

detðL� PÞ ¼ 0 (B4)

where P is defined in Eq. 21. Following expansion of the de-
terminant, algebraic manipulation and use of Eq. B1, Eq. B4
can be rewritten as

Le detðLÞ � ð�1þ RxÞW2

m2mn
Peh?

� m2mn
Pem?

� ð�1þ bRyÞW2 � m2mn
Peh?

W2 � bR�BL
W1

� �
¼ 0 ðB5Þ

The condition for loss of stability of a uniform state leading
to nonuniform states is

ð1�MÞ ¼
Le detðLÞ � ð�1þ bRyÞW2

m2mn
Peh?

� m2mn
Peh?

ð�1þ bRyÞW2 � m2mn
Peh?

W2 � bR�BL
W1

h i

Le detðLÞ � ð�1þ RxÞW2
m2mn
Peh?

(B6)

where M ¼ Pem?=Pe
h
?. On further simplification of Eq. B6

using Eq. B1, the condition for bifurcation from a uniform
steady state to a stationary transversal nonuniform state is

Le detðLÞ þW2

m2mn
Peh?

� �
1þ m2mn

Peh?

� �

¼ ð1�MÞ Le detðLÞ � ð�1þ RxÞW2

m2mn
Peh?

� �
ðB7Þ

On a stable uniform steady state, the left hand side of Eq.
B7 is negative definite as det(L) < 0 and W2 < 0. In packed-
bed reactors, M ¼ Pem?=Pe

h
? > 1. However, Eq. B7 is

satisfied only when M < 1. Therefore an O(2) symmetry-
breaking bifurcation to a stationary transversal nonuniform
state cannot occur from a stable uniform state for the realistic
case of heat dispersion larger than that of the mass. However,
an O(2) symmetry-breaking bifurcation leading to a station-
ary transversal nonuniform state may occur from the unstable
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uniform branches on which det(L) > 0. This symmetry-
breaking transition from a uniform to a nonuniform state
typically is a pitchfork bifurcation.22 The Jacobian (L) of
an unstable uniform steady state may have either

Case 1: one positive real eigenvalue
Case 2: a pair of complex eigenvalues with positive real

parts and one negative real eigenvalue
Case 3: a pair of complex eigenvalues with positive real

parts and one positive real eigenvalue
In Case 1, an O(2) symmetry-breaking bifurcation of the

uniform states cannot change the sign of the positive real
eigenvalue. In Case 2, the det(L) < 0 and condition B7 can-

not be satisfied and hence a bifurcation to a nonuniform state
cannot occur. In Case 3, the symmetry-breaking bifurcation
cannot cause a transition of the imaginary part of the eigen-
values through zero and also change the sign of their real
part from positive to negative. Therefore, a bifurcation in
these regions will lead only to unstable stationary transversal
nonuniform states. This implies that an O(2) symmetry-
breaking bifurcation from the uniform steady states cannot
lead to a stable transversal stationary nonuniform states.
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